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Critical behavior in broad-band dielectric relaxation on approaching the critical consolute point
in ethanol-dodecane mixture
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We present a quantitative experimental evidence for the influence of critical fluctuations on the high fre-
quency dielectric relaxation in a binary critical mixture. The analysis clearly shows the presence of critical
anomaly both for the maxima («p9) and frequencies (f p) of loss curves peaks. For the temperature evolution of
«p9 similar relation as for the static dielectric permittivity was obtained. The temperature dependence of
relaxation times can be portrayed by using the Eyring-type equation remote from the critical consolute point
and shows the unusual precriticalspeeding up. The obtained behavior resembles that found recently in the
isotropic phase of nematic liquid crystals@A. Drozd-Rzoska and S. J. Rzoska, Phys. Rev. E65, 041701~2002!#.
Results presented agree also with the recent theoretical suggestion@S. Goodyear and S. C. Tucker, J. Chem.
Phys.111, 9673~1999!# that relaxation in supercritical fluids may exhibit glasslike features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The broad-band dielectric relaxation is one of the ba
methods used for studying dynamics in complex liqu
@1–4#. However, for critical mixtures such studies cannot
taken as conclusive. Only preliminary and qualitative sta
ments of the influence of the mesoscopic scale inhomog
ities ~critical fluctuations! on the dielectric relaxation exis
@5–9#. On the other hand, there is clear evidence for
effect of critical fluctuations on the static dielectric perm
tivity @9–18#. In the 1980s, after five decades of studies~@9–
20# and references therein!, the validity of the relation de-
rived by Goulon, Greffe, and Oxtoby@11# and Sengerset al.
@12# was shown:

«8~T!5ecrit8 1a8t1A8tw~11b8tD1¯ !, ~1!

wheret5(T2TC)/TC is the dimensionless distance from th
critical consolute temperatureTC . w512a, a is the spe-
cific heat critical exponent.A8 denotes the critical amplitude
coefficients«crit8 , a8 andb8 are constants. The expression
brackets describes the first correction-to-scaling term. For
three-dimensional Ising model universality class, to wh
critical mixtures belong, the exponentag0.115 and D
g0.5.

It is noteworthy that the theoretical basis of relation~1!
was already given by Mistura in 1973@13#. He concluded
that the anomaly of the derivative of dielectric permittivi
@d«8(T)/dT# should resemble that of heat capacityCP
;t2a. The long-standing puzzle of the behavior of the sta
dielectric permittivity in critical mixtures~@10,14–20# and
references therein! can be associated with the low-frequenc
critical Maxwell-Wagner~MW! relaxation@14#. Due to its
influence the ‘‘static’’ critical effect predicted by relation~1!
may appear only for high enough frequencies, i.e., fof
.100 kHz. The contribution from the MW effect is particu
larly important when taking into account the weakness
«8(T) anomaly@14–20#.

This paper presents an experimental evidence of the in
ence of critical fluctuations on the broad-band dielectric
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laxation in a critical mixture. The main aim of our studie
was to test the temperature behavior of coordinates of
curve peaks (f p ,«p9). Tests were conducted in dodecan
ethanol critical mixture for which dielectric relaxation occu
at a relatively low frequency@5–9#. Recently, Goodyear and
Tucker @21# analyzed the influence of precritical inhomog
neities~fluctuations! in the dynamics of a simple supercrit
cal model liquid and suggested that it should resemble
one found in glassy liquids. This paper presents a preli
nary discussion of such behavior manifested in dielectric
laxation studies of critical mixtures.

II. EXPERIMENT

Dielectric relaxation in simple liquids is usually observe
at very high frequencies@5–9#. However, in some systems
for instance, solutions of alcohols, it appears at relatively l
frequencies. This may be related to the reorientation of la
associates depending largely on the local concentration
alcohol molecules and on local viscosity@22,23#. Hence, the
influence of critical fluctuations on dielectric relaxation m
be particularly effective in alcohol-hydrocarbon mixture
Results presented below are for the dodecane-ethanol
ture of critical concentration~x50.687 mole fraction of eth-
anol! @24#. The experimental critical temperature was det
mined as the point of boost in dielectric permittivity o
cooling. For the presented analysis the most important
the temperature evolution of loss curves peak coordina
They could be obtained up toT5(TC125) K. Measure-
ments were carried out using HP 4191A RF impedance a
lyzer. The sample was placed at the end of the coaxial l
Absolute precision of the«8 and«9 was 3% and the resolu
tion was 1% for«8 and 3% for«9. Temperature was stabi
lized using UNIPAN 650 temperature control setup~Unipan
Sci. Instrum., Poland! with accuracy60.01 K. Ethanol and
dodecane was purified using the standard procedures@25#.
Data were analyzed usingORIGIN 6.1 software~Microcal
Inc.!. All errors are given as three standard deviations.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the superposition of chosen loss cur
from the set of 30 tested temperatures, ranging fromTC up to
(TC125) K. The high-frequency wings were only partial
registered in the applied frequency window. Neverthele
the validity of the power dependence predicted for sup
cooled liquids and amorphous materials is clearly visible
the low-frequency wing@26–28#,

«9~ f !/«p9 }~ f / f p!-, ~2!

where the almost-Debye dependence is related tom51.
On cooling, the coefficientm first decreases and next re

mains constant atm50.8860.02 for TC,T,(TC120) K.
This behavior is clearly visible for the derivative analysis
experimental data presented in the inset in Fig. 1. The
rivative analysis was also applied to determine the posi
of peak frequency (f p), which was taken as the frequency
which the conditiond«9 ( f )/d f50 is fulfilled. In pure eth-
anol the evolution of relaxation time can be well para
etrized by the simple Arrhenius dependence with activat
energyEa517.5 kJ mol21 from room temperature up to 14
K @29#. The obtained evolution oft(T) in ethanol-dodecane
critical mixture is clearly non-Arrhenius. A reasonable d
scription of the obtained data, with the exception of the i
mediate vicinity ofTC , was possible by applying the Eyring
type @30# dependence~Fig. 2!,

tEyring5~At/T! exp~B/T!, ~3!

whereB5(2091620) K andAt54.7131024 K. This gives
17.4 kJ mol21 as the activation enthalpy.

Generally, in critical mixtures a precriticalslowing down
is expected@19#. The strongslowing downwas found in the
time-resolved birefringence@electro-optic Kerr effect~EKE!#

FIG. 1. The time-temperature superposition~TTS! of loss curves
in the homogeneous phase of the ethanol-dodecane mixture.
inset shows results of the derivative analysis of chosen data f
the main part of the figure showing the validity of relation~2!. The
horizontal line indicates the value of the power coefficient in re
tion ~2!.
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@31#, in the nonlinear dielectric effect~NDE! @32#, and in the
sound attenuation~SA! @19,24# studies:

t} 1/~T2TC!y , ~4!

where yg1.9 ~SA! ~@24# and references therein! or y
51.1– 1.3 ~time-resolved EKE and EKE! @19,31,32#. The
latter was associated with the appearance of the quasinem
anisotropic structure induced by a strong electric field@32#.
This precriticalslowing downis accompanied by the precriti
cal increase of shear viscosity@33–36#,

h~T!5hBAht2f, ~5!

where hB is the noncritical background term, most ofte
given by the Arrhenius dependence.Ah andf5zhn are the
critical amplitude and the critical exponent, respectively. T
mode-coupling theory predictszhg0.054 as the shear vis
cosity exponent whereas in the renormalization group an
siszhg0.065@19,33–36#. Taking the valueng0.63 one gets
fg0.033 andfg0.042, respectively.

However, results presented in Fig. 2 show that for
tested mixture the precriticalspeeding upoccurs. To explain
this behavior the results given in the lower inset in Fig. 2 a
worth noting. They show that for a given temperature t
increase of the alcohol concentration results in a strong n
linear decrease of the relaxation time. In the tested mixtu
alcohol-poor and alcohol-rich critical fluctuations on a
proachingTC appear. The registered dielectric response
the average from thebackground, normal liquidand from
critical fluctuations. However, the ‘‘weight’’ of contribution
from alcohol-rich and alcohol-poor fluctuations is differe
as it is shown in the lower inset in Fig. 2. On approachi
TC , where the size of fluctuations increases, the influenc
alcohol-rich fluctuations dominates resulting in pretran

he
m

-

FIG. 2. The Eyring plot of the temperature dependence of
electric relaxation times. The solid line is parametrized by Eq.~3!.
The upper inset shows the pretransitional effect analyzed using
~4!. The lower inset presents the influence of the alcohol concen
tion on dielectric relaxation time@T5(TC15) K#. Concentrations
are given in mole fractions of ethanol. Arrows indicate position
critical temperature and concentration.
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tional speeding up. One may expect that the Debye-Stoke
Einstein ~DSE! relation is fulfilled for processes associat
with the reorientation of alcohol molecules in a nonpo
solvent within fluctuations. This is an essentially differe
situation than the one described in Eqs.~4! and ~5! showing
the direct response from mesoscopic-scale critical fluc
tions. At present, there is no theory that describes the crit
behavior of dielectric relaxation time. The upper inset in F
2 shows that the obtained critical effect can be portrayed

t~T!5tEyringACt2f8, ~6!

where AC51.0960.01, f850.04260.005, TC5284.86 K
60.03.

The form of Eq.~6! agrees well with relation~5!, assum-
ing the validity of the DSE relation for the tested mixtur
We also tried to test the possible validity of two other equ
tions to portray this critical effect. The first was analogous
Eq. ~1!. The second contained the additional ‘‘Eyring’’-typ
background term. Similar relations were recently succe
fully applied to describe the anomaly of electric conductiv
in a critical mixture@37#. However, fort(T) the satisfactory
fit was obtained only with unreasonable values of fitted
rameters.

Figure 3 shows that the evolution of the maxima of t
loss curves is described by the same relation as static pe
tivity,

«p9~T!5«p,crit9 1a9t1A9tw~11b9t0.5!, ~7!

where «p952.15, a95219.2, A959.86, b951480, andw
512a50.8860.1 for 40 MHz, f p,700 MHz.

The behavior of the static dielectric permittivity is pr
sented in the upper inset in Fig. 2. The obtained depende
is well portrayed by relation~1! with «crit8 57.55,a85238,
A852, b851660, andw512a50.960.3 for the constant
frequencyf 510 MHz. For the chosen value of frequenc
both the dielectric relaxation the MW relaxation did not i
fluence the anomaly of the static dielectric permittivity. It
noteworthy that by omitting the correction-to-scaling term
was possible to describe data forT2TC,4 K, with approxi-
mately the same values of the critical exponentw. All fits
gave the same value ofTC5(284.8560.06) K in fair agree-
ment with the experimental valueTC5(284.8860.02) K.
Concluding, the experimental dependences of«p9(T) and
«8(T) are described by isomorphic relations, with the sa
universal critical exponentw512a. The existence of the
above anomalies and their similar forms are supported by
distortion-sensitive derivative analysis. They are presente
the lower inset in Fig. 3. It also directly shows the validity
the dependence predicted by Mistura ford«8(T)/dT is valid
also for d«p9(T)/dT. The applied scale in the inset reduc
the analysis to the linear regression and shows the rela
ship of discussed anomalies with the exponentag0.12. This
inset made it possible to estimate the temperaturesDTmax
5Tmax2TC at which the inversion of temperature depe
dences of «p9(T) and «8(T) occur, i.e., at which
d«8/dT50 and d«p9/dT50. They areDTmaxg0.1 K for
«8(T) and DTmaxg0.32 K for «p9(T). It is noteworthy that
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the pretransitionalbending downfor the static dielectric per-
mittivity is observed in all mixtures with the upper critica
consolute point tested so far@9–17#. Molecular origins of
such behavior are still unexplained only the dependence
such thermodynamic factors asdTC /dE2 ~strong-electric-
field-induced shift ofTC!, enthalpy, and volume excesse
have been established@12,17,20#.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Results presented show that the appearance of cri
fluctuations on approaching the critical consolute point s
nificantly influence the behavior of the high-frequency d
electric relaxation. The form of loss curves is non-Deb
The low-frequency wing is described by the same expon
mg0.88 forT2TC,20 K. The evolution of the maxima o
loss curves~for 400, f p,800 MHz! and the static dielectric
permittivity ~for f 510 MHz! are described by analogous r
lations, associated with the same critical exponentw51
2a. This similarity may be considered as a result of t
validity of Kramers-Kronig relations@30#. It is noteworthy
that similar pretransitional behavior oft(T), «8(T), and
«P9 (T) was recently found in the isotropic phase of a nema
liquid crystal @38#. This agrees with thefluidlike hypothesis
suggesting a common description of the homogeneous p
of critical mixtures and isotropic phase of nematogens@39–
41#. Regarding the temperature evolution of the dielect
relaxation time, the precriticalspeeding upwas observed.
This behavior is unlike the precriticalslowing downob-
served for fluctuation-sensitive methods@19,24,31,32#.

FIG. 3. The temperature evolution of the height of dielectric lo
curves. The solid curve is portrayed by relation~7!. The dotted
curve shows the behavior when the correction-to-scaling term
neglected. Both curves superpose on approachingTC . The upper
scale shows values of peak frequencies associated with pres
values of«p9(T). The upper inset present the behavior of the sta
dielectric permittivity where the solid line is parametrized by re
tion ~1!. The lower inset presents results of the derivative analy
of «8(T) and«p9(T) experimental data. The applied scale shows t
d«8(T)/dT, d«p9(T)/dT}t2a with a.0.12.
1-3
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Worth recalling here is the fact that for linear spectroscop
homogeneous~from ‘‘normal’’ liquid ! and inhomogeneou
~from critical fluctuations! contributions are inseparable
This is the case of dielectric relaxation discussed in this
per. On the other hand, nonlinear spectroscopies, includ
nonlinear dielectric relaxation@32#, extract the contribution
from inhomogeneities. For dielectric relaxation the pretra
sitional speeding upmay be associated with intermolecul
interactions dominating in alcohol-poor and alcohol-ri
fluctuations. The significance of this factor is indicated
recent studies of vibrational relaxation in supercritical etha
and carbon dioxide@42#. In both cases, the pretransition
speeding upwas found but only for ethane, a clear inversi
of temperature behavior occurred. Worth mentioning are a
dielectric relaxation studies in poly~vinylmethylether!-water
mixture with a lower critical consolute point@43#. For this
mixture the critical point is reached on heating and hence
relaxation time decreases on approachingTC , in the imme-
diate vicinity of TC an additional, precritical, decrease
t(T) was observed. Although in Ref.@43# the quantitative
-
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temperature dependence oft(T) was not discussed yet th
basic influence of critical fluctuation on the form of thea
relaxation loss curve was clearly demonstrated.

Recently, Goodyear and Tucker@21# numerically ana-
lyzed a model supercritical liquid and concluded that its d
namics should exhibit glasslike features. The non-Debye
non-Arrhenius behaviors are basic features of glass-form
liquids appearing in dielectric relaxation studies@1–4#. Re-
sults discussed above show that such behavior also occu
critical mixtures. The glasslike behavior is even more visib
in nonlinear dielectric relaxation studies. In Refs.@31,32# the
validity of the stretched-exponential decay was demonstra
for nitrobenzene-dodecane mixture. Moreover, at ea
stages of decay the possible validity of von-Schweindl
type dependence was found@44#.
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